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Abstract: Pattern avoidance for permutations has been extensively studied and has been generalized to
vincular patterns, where certain elements can be required to be adjacent. In addition, cyclic permutations,
i.e., permutations written in a circle rather than a line, have been frequently studied, including in the context
of pattern avoidance. We investigate vincular pattern avoidance on cyclic permutations. In particular, we
enumerate many avoidance classes of sets of vincular patterns of length 3, including a complete enumeration
for all single patterns of length 3. Further, several of the avoidance classes corresponding to a single vincular
pattern of length 4 are enumerated by the Catalan numbers. We then study more generally whether sets of
vincular patterns of an arbitrary length k can be avoided for arbitrarily long cyclic permutations, in particular
investigating the boundary cases of minimal unavoidable sets and maximal avoidable sets.
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1.

Introduction

Pattern containment and avoidance for permutations is a well-established branch of enumerative combinatorics;
see Kitaev [16] for a further introduction. The study of pattern avoidance was generalized to vincular patterns
in 2000 by Babson and Steingrı́msson [2], where vincular patterns can additionally require some elements to be
adjacent when considering whether a permutation contains the pattern; see Steingrı́msson [27] for a survey of
the study of vincular patterns, which he refers to as generalized patterns.
A frequently studied variant of permutations is cyclic permutations, where the permutation is written in
a circle rather than a line. Cyclic permutations are frequently encountered outside of the context of pattern
avoidance; for a recent example, Kim and Williams [15] used cyclic permutations to study the inhomogeneous
totally asymmetric simple exclusion process on a ring. In 2002, Callan [7] initiated the study of pattern avoidance
in cyclic permutations, enumerating the avoidance classes for all patterns of length 4. In 2021, Domagalski,
Liang, Minnich, Sagan, Schmidt, and Sietsema [10] extended Callan’s work, enumerating the avoidance classes
for all sets of patterns of length 4, where a permutation avoids a set of patterns if it avoids each pattern in the
set. Menon and Singh [21] extend these results to patterns of higher length, principally investigating pairs of
patterns, one of length 4 and the other of length k.
Domagalski et al. additionally initiated the study of vincular pattern avoidance in cyclic permutations,
showing that the Catalan numbers appear as the sizes of a particular avoidance class of cyclic permutations.
In this paper, we provide a more thorough, foundational investigation of vincular pattern avoidance on cyclic
permutations. In Section 3, we enumerate the avoidance classes of all vincular cyclic patterns of length 3, the
first nontrivial length to enumerate. We extend this analysis in Section 4, where we enumerate the avoidance
classes of all sets of at least three vincular cyclic patterns of length 3, as well as some of the doubleton sets of
patterns. In particular, in Section 4.1 we find one of the doubleton sets is equinumerous to the set of up-down
permutations, and in Section 4.2 we find the unique nonzero Wilf class of tripleton sets of patterns of length
3 has enumeration equivalent to finding the cardinality of the set of total extensions of a certain partial cyclic
order, a circular analog of a poset, for which a recurrence is known. In Section 5, we enumerate six of the eight
trivial Wilf equivalence classes of vincular cyclic patterns of length 4 with a single vinculum, demonstrating
that there are five Wilf equivalence classes; combining this with the result by Domagalski, Liang, Minnich,
Sagan, Schmidt, and Sietsema [10], this leaves only one of the eight trivial Wilf equivalence classes unresolved.
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Notably, we show that the cyclic permutations of a given length avoiding a member of two more trivial Wilf
classes are enumerated by the Catalan numbers.
In Sections 6 and 7, we investigate vincular pattern avoidance on cyclic permutations for patterns of general
lengths. In particular, we consider whether a given set of totally vincular patterns, i.e., patterns where the entire
subsequence must be consecutive, is unavoidable, meaning no sufficiently long cyclic permutation can avoid this
set. In Section 6, we consider the boundary cases of this property, namely the minimal unavoidable sets, which
are sets of totally vincular patterns that are unavoidable but for which any proper subset is avoidable. We
demonstrate that one of the most natural families of unavoidable sets, namely the sets of patterns with a 1 at
position i for a fixed i, is minimal. And in Section 7, we consider the dual question, maximal avoidable sets,
which are sets of totally vincular patterns that are avoidable but adding any additional pattern makes the set
unavoidable. We determine the maximum cardinality of any avoidable set.
Finally, we conclude in Section 8 with some remarks on areas for further research.

2.

Preliminaries

Let a, b ∈ Z. When we write the interval [a, b], we will only be referring to the integers in that interval. As is
standard, we will use [a] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , a}.
Let Sn denote the set of permutations on [n] for a positive integer n. Any permutation π ∈ Sn is said to
have length n, denoted by |π| = n. A permutation π will often be written in the one-line notation π = π1 · · · πn ,
where commas may be optionally inserted such as π = π1 , . . . , πn for sake of readability.
In particular, two of the simplest permutations of length n are the increasing and decreasing permutations,
which will appear throughout the paper, denoted
ιn = 12 · · · n
and
δn = n · · · 21,
respectively.
Two sequences of distinct integers π = π1 · · · πk and σ = σ1 · · · σk of the same length are order isomorphic,
denoted π ∼
= σ, if πi < πj if and only if σi < σj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. The reduction of a sequence of distinct integers
π = π1 · · · πn is the unique permutation σ ∈ Sn such that π ∼
= σ; in other words, the values of the elements of
π are mapped to [n] while preserving their relative order.
We now define pattern avoidance on permutations. If σ ∈ Sn and π ∈ Sk for k ≤ n, then σ contains π as a
pattern if there is a subsequence σ 0 of σ with |σ 0 | = k such that σ 0 ∼
= π. If no such subsequence exists, then σ
is said to avoid π. The avoidance class of π is
Avn (π) = {σ ∈ Sn | σ avoids π}.
We extend this definition to avoidance classes of sets of permutations Π by defining
\
Avn (Π) =
Avn (π).
π∈Π

The reverse of a permutation π = π1 · · · πn is π r = πn · · · π1 . We define the plot of a permutation π to
be the sequence of points (i, πi ) in the Cartesian plane. Reversal then corresponds to reflecting the plot of a
permutation across a vertical axis. Similarly, reflection across a horizontal axis corresponds to the complement
of π, given by
π c = n + 1 − π1 , n + 1 − π2 , . . . , n + 1 − πn .
Combining these two operations gives the reverse complement
π rc = n + 1 − πn , . . . , n + 1 − π1 ,
which corresponds to rotation by 180 degrees. We can apply any of these three operations to sets of permutations
Π by applying them to each element of Π. In other words, we have
Πr = {π r | π ∈ Π}
Πc = {π c | π ∈ Π}
Πrc = {π rc | π ∈ Π}.
We say that two patterns π and π 0 are Wilf equivalent, written π ≡ π 0 , if for all n ≥ 1, we have |Avn (π)| =
|Avn (π 0 )|. We extend this definition naturally to sets of patterns, denoted Π ≡ Π0 . It is easy to see that
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π ≡ π r ≡ π c ≡ π rc for any pattern π, so these are called trivial Wilf equivalences. This naturally generalizes to
trivial Wilf equivalences for sets of patterns: Π ≡ Πr ≡ Πc ≡ Πrc . These relations form trivial Wilf equivalence
classes.
For σ = σ1 · · · σn ∈ Sn , let a rotation of σ be any permutation τ ∈ Sn of the form
τ = σk σk+1 · · · σn σ1 · · · σk−1
for some k ∈ [n]. We define the cyclic permutation corresponding to σ ∈ Sn to be the set of all rotations of σ,
denoted
[σ] = {σ1 · · · σn , σ2 · · · σn σ1 , . . . , σn σ1 · · · σn−1 }.
For example,
[123] = {123, 231, 312} = [231] = [312].
We use square brackets to denote the cyclic analog of objects defined in the linear case, and using this notation,
we let [Sn ] denote the set of cyclic permutations of length n. Notice that |[Sn ]| = (n − 1)!. To avoid confusion,
we may refer to permutations from Sn as linear permutations, as opposed to cyclic permutations. The length
of a cyclic permutation [σ] is simply the length of σ, so any permutation [σ] ∈ [Sn ] has length n, even though
one may view a cyclic permutation as being arranged in a circle and thus lacking endpoints.
We now define pattern avoidance on cyclic permutations, the natural analog to the definition of pattern
avoidance in the linear case. If [σ] ∈ [Sn ] and [π] ∈ [Sk ] for k ≤ n, then [σ] contains [π] as a pattern if some
element σ 0 ∈ [σ], i.e., some rotation σ 0 of σ, contains π as a pattern, using the linear definition of pattern
avoidance. Otherwise, [σ] is said to avoid [π]. Intuitively, a cyclic permutation can be written in a circle rather
than a line as in the linear case, and a cyclic permutation contains a pattern if some subsequence, going once
around the circle, is order isomorphic to the pattern. The formal definition of a cyclic permutation being the
set of rotations of a linear rotation enforces that one cannot loop around the circle multiple times; if this were
allowed, then any cyclic permutation of length n would trivially contain any pattern of length k for k ≤ n.
The avoidance class of [π] is similarly defined to be
Avn [π] = {[σ] ∈ [Sn ] | [σ] avoids [π]}.
As before, we extend this definition to avoidance classes of sets of cyclic permutations [Π] by defining
\
Avn [Π] =
Avn [π].
[π]∈[Π]

For simplicity, when working with an explicit set of patterns we may omit the curly brackets for the set; for
example,
Avn [1234, 1243] = Avn [{1234, 1243}].
Wilf equivalences for cyclic permutations and sets of cyclic permutations are defined analogously to the
linear case. In particular, we still have the trivial Wilf equivalences: for all [π] and [Π], we have
[π] ≡ [π r ] ≡ [π c ] ≡ [π rc ]
[Π] ≡ [Πr ] ≡ [Πc ] ≡ [Πrc ].
Lastly, we introduce vincular patterns and vincular pattern avoidance. We consider π as a vincular pattern if,
when determining which permutations σ avoid π, we only consider subsequences σ 0 of σ where certain adjacent
elements of π are also adjacent in σ 0 when σ 0 is embedded within σ. Such adjacent elements are overlined in π,
and each adjacency requirement, i.e., each adjacent pair of elements that are overlined together, is referred to
as a vinculum. When two vincula are themselves adjacent, the overlines are combined into one longer overline.
For example, σ = 34251 contains two subsequences order isomorphic to π = 213, namely 325 and 425, but only
425 is a copy of π 0 = 213, because the 4 and the 2 are adjacent. In fact, 425 is a copy of π 00 = 213 as well, where
π 0 = 213 is said to have one vinculum and π 00 = 213 has two vincula. Notice that the vincula do not have to
be adjacent themselves, as we can have a vincular pattern like π = 12 345678, which has four vincula. Classical
patterns can be seen as vincular patterns with no vincula.
Vincular pattern avoidance, avoidance classes, and Wilf equivalences are defined analogously. In particular, these vincular notions apply to cyclic patterns and permutations as well, without change. For example,
Domagalski, Liang, Minnich, Sagan, Schmidt, and Sietsema [10] proved that Avn [1324] , the number of cyclic
permutations of [n] avoiding [1324], equals Cn−1 , where Cn denotes the nth Catalan number.
We would like to note one difference between pattern avoidance in the vincular case, as opposed to the
non-vincular case. This observation applies to both linear and cyclic permutations. Without vincula, we have
the simple but oftentimes useful property that if σ avoids a pattern π, then any subsequence σ 0 of σ also avoids
π. But this is not necessarily the case when π is a vincular pattern, as removing elements from σ changes the
adjacency relations of the other elements. For example, σ = 1423 avoids 123, but the subsequence σ 0 = 123
contains 123. However, with some additional caution, this reasoning can sometimes still be applied: for an
example, see the proof of Theorem 5.5.
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3.

Vincular cyclic patterns of length 3

Before we address vincular cyclic patterns of length 3, let us address the two vincular cyclic patterns of length
2, [12] and [21]. It is easy to see that every [σ] of length |σ| ≥ 2 contains both [12] and [21], for every cyclic
permutation of length at least two must contain at least one ascent and one descent. Hence, we have the
following proposition.
(
1 n=1
Proposition 3.1. We have Avn [12] = Avn [21] =
0 n ≥ 2.
We now address vincular cyclic patterns of length 3 with a single vinculum.
Theorem 3.2. For vincular cyclic patterns π of length 3 containing one vinculum, we have |Avn [π]| = 1 for
all n ≥ 1.
Proof. The vincular cyclic patterns of length 3 with one vinculum are
[123] ≡ [213] ≡ [231] ≡ [321]
and
[132] ≡ [312],
where these Wilf equivalences are trivial Wilf equivalences.
For n < 3, we have only one cyclic permutation, so the result holds. So we now assume n ≥ 3.
We first address [123]. Consider [σ] ∈ [Sn ] that avoids [123] = [312]. As 1 must be followed by an ascent,
this ascent must be to n, as otherwise 1, the element just after it, and n form a [123] pattern. Consider 2
and the element just after it. This element cannot be n as 1 is just before n, but if it is an ascent then
we have a [123] pattern using n as our 3, so 2 must be just before 1. Continuing this logic, we find that
[σ] = [(n − 1), . . . , 2, 1, n] = [δn ] is the only [123]-avoiding cyclic permutation, and hence Avn [123] = 1.
Now we address [312]. Consider [σ] ∈ [Sn ] that avoids [312] = [231]. Note that 1 and the element just
before it must form a descent, and so to avoid [312] the element just before 1 must be a 2, as otherwise these
two elements along with 2 form a [312] pattern. Similarly, 2 and the element just before it must also form a
descent, and we find 3 must be just before 2. Inductively, we find that [σ] = [δn ] is the only possibility, so
Avn [312] = 1.

Next, we address vincular cyclic patterns of length 3 with two vincula. There are six such vincular cyclic
patterns, namely [123] ≡ [321] and [132] ≡ [213] ≡ [231] ≡ [312], where these Wilf equivalences are trivial.
Viewing each cyclic [σ] permutation as starting at σ1 = 1, in order to avoid [123], or two consecutive cyclic
ascents, as we cannot ascend to 1, this is equivalent to avoiding a double ascent in the (linear) permutation
σ2 · · · σn as well as avoiding an initial ascent, i.e., σ2 < σ3 . Bergeron, Flajolet, and Salvy [4] showed this
sequence gives the exponential generating function
!
√
√
X
zn
1
3
3
π
Avn+1 [123]
= +
tan
z+
,
(1)
n!
2
2
2
6
n≥0

which satisfies the differential equation
E 0 = E 2 − E + 1.

(2)

This resolves the first half of [10, Conjecture 6.4], although we had to change the indices of the exponential
generating function to use Avn+1 [123] in order for the conjectured differential equation to hold. Elizalde and
Sagan [12, Corollary 2]∗ concurrently and independently proved a more general result that implies Eq. (2), which
thus has the explicit solution given by Eq. (1); their proof method relates [123]-avoiding cyclic permutations
to 123-avoiding linear permutations, contrasting with our method of relating it to linear permutations without
double ascents or an initial ascent. We note that a result by Ehrenborg [11, Theorem 3.3] implies the following
closed form for Avn [123] :
!n
√
∞
X
3
Avn [123] = (n − 1)!
.
2π(k + 1/3)
k=−∞

In order for [σ] to avoid [132], assuming σ1 = 1, σ1 cannot be either the 3 or 2 in the vincular pattern [132], so
this is equivalent to the linear permutation σ, which must start with 1 and avoid 132. It is easy to see from the
∗ This

paper [12] will be merged with [10] in a later version.
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commented description that this is counted by the OEIS sequence A052319, which gives exponential generating
function
r



X
zn
π
z
Avn [132]
= − ln 1 −
erf √
,
(3)
n!
2
2
n≥1
where erf(z) is the error function

Z z
2
2
e−t dt.
erf(z) = √
π 0
This exponential generating function satisfies the differential equation
2
E 0 = eE − z /2 ,

(4)

resolving the second half of [10, Conjecture 6.4]. Elizalde and Sagan [12, Corollary 4] also concurrently and
independently resolved this second half of the conjecture by proving a more general result that implies Eq. (4),
which in turn implies Eq. (3).

4.

Multiple vincular cyclic patterns of length 3

Similar to the study of [10] for non-vincular cyclic patterns, we analyze the sizes of the avoidance classes for
sets of multiple vincular cyclic patterns.
Consider a set Π of (potentially vincular) cyclic patterns of length 3. By Theorem 3.2, if Π contains a vincular
pattern with one vinculum, then |Avn [Π]| ≤ 1, where if Avn [Π] is nonempty then either Avn [Π] = {[ιn ]} or
Avn [Π] = {[δn ]}. Moreover, the non-vincular cyclic patterns of length 3 are [321] and [123], which are only
avoided by [ιn ] and [δn ], respectively. We see that [ιn ] avoids the set of vincular patterns
{[321], [132], [213], [321], [132], [213], [321]},
i.e., the set of possibly vincular cyclic patterns of length 3 that when “de-vincularized” are equal to [321], and
[δn ] avoids {[123], [123], [231], [312], [123], [231], [312]}, the set of possibly vincular cyclic patterns of length 3
that when de-vincularized are equal to [123]; in addition, each contains all the patterns in the other set. Hence,
assuming Π contains a vincular pattern with at most one vinculum, if Π is a subset of either of these two sets,
then |Avn [Π]| = 1, namely containing the respective [ιn ] or [δn ]. Otherwise, |Avn [Π]| = 0 for n ≥ 3.
It remains to consider Π containing only vincular patterns of length 3 with two vincula. This case is far
more interesting, as there are many more cyclic permutations avoiding such patterns.

4.1

Doubleton sets


There are 62 = 15 doubleton sets, i.e., sets containing two elements, that contain vincular patterns of length 3
with two vincula. We first address the doubleton sets that do not admit any cyclic permutations.
Proposition 4.1. For Π equaling any of the following six doubleton sets
{[123], [132]}, {[123], [213]}, {[321], [231]}, {[321], [312]}, {[132], [231]}, {[213], [312]},
(
1 n≤2
we have |Avn [Π]| =
0 n ≥ 3.
Proof. For n ≤ 2, there is one cyclic permutation, which yields the desired result.
All six of these doubleton sets consist of two patterns that either share a 1 in the same position or a 3 in
the same position. Consider the corresponding consecutive subsequence of three elements that uses 1 or n in
the corresponding position, if the shared value is 1 or 3, respectively. Then the other two values x and y must
either satisfy x < y or x > y, which will not avoid one of the patterns.
For example, consider the first set {[123], [132]}. Consider an arbitrary cyclic permutation of length n ≥ 3,
and consider the consecutive subsequence of three elements that starts with 1, i.e., of the form 1xy. If x < y,
then this is order isomorphic to [123], and otherwise it is order isomorphic to [132], so no permutation can avoid
both patterns.

We now address the case of Π = {[123], [321]}, which we show is equinumerous with the up-down permutations. Recall that an up-down permutation on n elements is a permutation σ = σ1 · · · σn where σ1 < σ2 > σ3 <
σ4 > · · · , i.e., the permutation alternates between ascents and descents. Let Un be the number of up-down permutations on n elements. Up-down permutations are also referred to as alternating permutations, however use
of this terminology is inconsistent as other authors define alternating permutations to also include the down-up
permutations, defined analogously.
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Proposition 4.2. For all n ≥ 1,


1
Avn [123, 321] = 0


Un−1

n=1
n ≥ 3 is odd
n ≥ 2 is even.

Proof. For n ≤ 2, we have one cyclic permutation, so the result holds; in particular, U1 = 1. For n ≥ 3, notice
that in order to avoid two consecutive cyclic ascents and two consecutive cyclic descents, the cyclic permutation
must be alternating, i.e., alternate between cyclic ascents and descents. This is clearly impossible for odd n due
to the cyclic nature of the permutation, so no permutations avoid both vincular cyclic patterns.
It remains to resolve the even case for n ≥ 4. Consider a cyclic permutation [σ] that avoids {[123], [321]}
of length n. Without loss of generality we may assume σ1 = n. In particular, we must descend from n, and
ascend to n, so the linear permutation σ2 · · · σn is an up-down permutation of length n − 1. This is a necessary

and sufficient condition for [σ] to avoid {[123], [321]}. Hence, there are Un−1 such cyclic permutations.
Remark 4.3. Up-down permutations were first studied by André [1], who showed that the exponential generating
function of the number of up-down permutations Un is tan(x) + sec(x), where tan(x) provides the terms with
odd degree and sec(x) provides the terms with even degree. Thus, including the n = 1 term, we find
X

Avn+1 [123, 321]

n≥0

or equivalently
X

Avn [123, 321]

n≥1

zn
=
n!

zn
= 1 + tan(z),
n!

z

Z

(1 + tan(x))dx = z − ln(cos(z)).
0

The asymptotics of the proportion of permutations that are up-down is
Un
=2
n!

 n+1
 n 
2
2
+O
;
π
3π

see Stanley [26].
The remaining doubleton sets form three Wilf equivalence classes under the trivial Wilf equivalences:
{[123], [231]} ≡ {[123], [312]} ≡ {[321], [132]} ≡ {[321], [213]}

(A)

{[132], [213]} ≡ {[231], [312]}

(B)

{[132], [312]} ≡ {[213], [231]}.

(C)

A computer search demonstrates none of these three classes are Wilf equivalent, and provides the following table
of data, Table 1, on the number of cyclic permutations avoiding a member of one of these three Wilf equivalence
classes. Currently, none of these three sequences appear in the OEIS [25]. We leave the enumeration of these
three Wilf equivalence classes as an open problem.
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

|Avn [(A)]|
1
1
1
1
4
14
54
278
1524
9460
66376
504968
4211088

|Avn [(B)]|
1
1
1
1
3
12
46
218
1206
7272
49096
366547
2970945

|Avn [(C)]|
1
1
0
1
2
6
20
86
416
2268
13598
89924
649096

Table 1: Size of avoidance classes of doubleton sets of vincular cyclic patterns of length 3.
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4.2

Three or more patterns

As observed previously in Section 4, if a set Π of cyclic patterns of length 3 contains a pattern with at most one
vinculum, then we have |Avn [Π]| ≤ 1 and its exact value can be easily determined. Thus we willonly consider
Π consisting of three or more vincular patterns of length 3, all with two vincula. There are 63 = 20 sets of
three such patterns. All but two of these contain a set from Proposition 4.1, so it follows that for n ≥ 3, no
cyclic permutations in [Sn ] avoid all three patterns in each of these 18 sets. The two remaining sets are
{[123], [231], [312]} ≡ {[132], [213], [321]}.
Adding any other such pattern will yield one of the sets from Proposition 4.1 contained in Π, so we see that for
any Π consisting of more than three patterns, |Avn [Π]| = 0 for n ≥ 3, and 1 otherwise.
We now provide a bijection between Avn [132, 213, 321] and the set of total cyclic orders extending a particular
partial cyclic order. We first define the necessary concepts regarding partial cyclic orders, which can be seen as
a circular analog of a poset. We refer readers to Megiddo [20] for a more comprehensive introduction of cyclic
orders.
Definition 4.4. A partial cyclic order on a set X is a ternary relation Z ⊂ X 3 satisfying the following
conditions:
1. ∀x, y, z ∈ X, (x, y, z) ∈ Z ⇒ (y, z, x) ∈ Z (cyclicity),
2. ∀x, y, z ∈ X, (x, y, z) ∈ Z ⇒ (z, y, x) 6∈ Z (antisymmetry),
3. ∀x, y, z, u ∈ X, (x, y, z) ∈ Z and (x, z, u) ∈ Z ⇒ (x, y, u) ∈ Z (transitivity).
A partial cyclic order Z on a set X is a total cyclic order if for any triple (x, y, z) of distinct elements, either
(x, y, z) ∈ Z or (z, y, x) ∈ Z.
A partial cyclic order Z 0 extends another partial cyclic order Z if Z ⊆ Z 0 . The problem of determining
whether a given partial cyclic order admits a cyclic extension is NP-complete, as shown by Galil & Megiddo [14].
One way in which cyclic orders can be seen as a circular analog of partial orders is that a totally ordered
set can be organized into a chain, where an element y is larger than x if y is above x; on the other hand, a
total cyclic order can be visually represented by placing the elements of X on a circle, so that (x, y, z) ∈ Z if
and only if, starting from x and going in the positive (i.e., counterclockwise) direction, one encounters y before
encountering z.
+,+
as used
We now use a simplification of the notation of Ramassamy [23], where we use Rn in place of R+
n
in his paper.
Definition 4.5. For any positive integer n, let Rn denote the set of total cyclic orders Z on the set X = [n + 2]
such that (i, i + 1, i + 2) ∈ Z for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as well as (n + 1, n + 2, 1) ∈ Z and (n + 2, 1, 2) ∈ Z.
Ramassamy [23] proved a recurrence relation that enumerates |Rn |. This recurrence relation is quite complicated, however, so for sake of brevity and clarity we do not include this recurrence, and refer readers to [23, Theorem 3.5]. No closed form or nice expression for a generating function is currently known for this sequence of
numbers |Rn |, which is OEIS sequence A295264 [25]. However, the recurrence does allow for the construction of an algorithm that calculates the first n values of this sequence in polynomial time, compared to the
super-exponential complexity associated with a complete search over all permutations.
We now provide a bijection to demonstrate Avn+2 [132, 213, 321] = |Rn |.
Theorem 4.6. For all n ≥ 1, we have
Avn+2 [132, 213, 321] = |Rn | .
Proof. Consider an element [σ] ∈ Avn+2 [132, 213, 321], where we may assume that σ1 = 1. We construct a
bijection φ : Avn+2 [132, 213, 321] → Rn . The cyclic order φ([σ]) ∈ Rn has (i, j, k) ∈ φ([σ]) if and only if σi σj σk
is order isomorphic to 123, 231, or 312.
We first verify φ([σ]) ∈ Rn . Clearly this satisfies cyclicity, as well as antisymmetry. Proving transitivity is
more involved. Suppose (x, y, z), (x, z, u) ∈ φ([σ]). We split into three cases depending on whether σx σy σz is
order isomorphic to 123, 231, or 312.
1. Suppose σx σy σz ∼
= 123.
Then as σx < σz and (x, z, u) ∈ φ([σ]), either σx σz σu ∼
= 123 or σx σz σu ∼
= 231. In the former case, notice
∼
∼
that this implies σx σy σz σu = 1234, and thus σx σy σu = 123, so (x, y, u) ∈ φ([σ]). In the latter case, this
implies σx σy σz σu ∼
= 2341, and thus σx σy σu ∼
= 231, so (x, y, u) ∈ φ([σ]).
ECA 2:4 (2022) Article #S4PP3
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2. Suppose σx σy σz ∼
= 231.
Then in order to have (x, z, u) ∈ φ([σ]), we must have σx σz σu ∼
= 3412, and thus
= 312, so σx σy σz σu ∼
∼
σx σy σu = 231, so (x, y, u) ∈ φ([σ]).
3. Suppose σx σy σz ∼
= 312.
Then in order to have (x, z, u) ∈ φ([σ]), we must have σx σz σu ∼
= 312, so σx σy σz σu ∼
= 4123, and thus
∼
σx σy σu = 312, so (x, y, u) ∈ φ([σ]).
It is easy to see φ([σ]) is a total cyclic order. Lastly, we must show that (i, i + 1, i + 2) ∈ φ([σ]) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
as well as (n + 1, n + 2, 1), (n + 2, 1, 2) ∈ φ([σ]). As [σ] ∈ Avn+2 [132, 213, 321], we have that any such triple of
indices must avoid the vincular patterns [132], [213], and [321], so in particular these three cyclically consecutive
values must be order isomorphic to 123, 231, or 312, as desired. Hence, φ([σ]) ∈ Rn .
We now construct the inverse map ψ : Rn → Avn+2 [132, 213, 321], which we will then show satisfies φ◦ψ = id.
Given a total cyclic order Z ∈ Rn , construct [σ] ∈ [Sn+2 ] with σ1 = 1 by enforcing σi < σj for distinct i, j > 1
if and only if (1, i, j) ∈ Z. Notice that for any such σi and σj , either σi < σj or σj < σi as Z is a total
cyclic order. We claim that a unique assignment of the elements of [2, n + 2] to σ2 , . . . , σn+2 exists that
satisfies all of these prescribed relations. It suffices to show that a directed cycle of self-contradictory relations
σi1 < σi2 < · · · < σik < σi1 cannot occur, as this implies the relations form a total order, which can be mapped
order isomorphically to [2, n + 2]. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that such a directed cycle existed.
Then by construction of ψ, we have (1, i1 , i2 ), (1, i2 , i3 ), . . . , (1, ik−1 , ik ) ∈ Z, and applying transitivity yields
(1, i1 , ik ) ∈ Z, so by antisymmetry (1, ik , i1 ) 6∈ Z. But our cycle’s final relation σik < σi1 implies (1, ik , i1 ) ∈ Z,
reaching a contradiction. Hence a unique assignment of the elements of [2, n + 2] to σ2 , . . . , σn+2 exists, which
yields a unique [σ] ∈ [Sn+2 ]. We define ψ(Z) = [σ].
We first show that ψ(Z) ∈ Avn+2 [132, 213, 321]. Let [σ] = ψ(Z). Consider three cyclically consecutive
elements σi σi+1 σi+2 of ψ(Z), where the indices are taken modulo n + 2. By definition of Rn , we know (i, i +
1, i + 2) ∈ Z. As Z is a total cyclic order, we split into two cases depending on whether (1, i, i + 2) ∈ Z or not.
Case 1: (1, i, i + 2) ∈ Z. Then (i, i + 1, i + 2), (i, i + 2, 1) ∈ Z, which implies (i, i + 1, 1) ∈ Z, so σi < σi+1 .
Moreover, (i + 2, 1, i), (i + 2, i, i + 1) ∈ Z, which implies (i + 2, 1, i + 1) ∈ Z, so σi+1 < σi+2 , so σi σi+1 σi+2 ∼
= 123,
and thus it avoids the three forbidden patterns.
Case 2: (1, i+2, i) ∈ Z. Then σi+2 < σi . If (1, i, i+1) ∈ Z, then σi < σi+1 , and thus σi σi+1 σi+2 ∼
= 231, which
avoids the three forbidden patterns. Otherwise, we have (1, i+1, i) ∈ Z. Then we have (i+1, i+2, i), (i+1, i, 1) ∈
Z, so transitivity implies (i+1, i+2, 1) ∈ Z, and thus σi+1 < σi+2 . Thus σi+1 < σi+2 < σi , so σi σi+1 σi+2 ∼
= 312,
which avoids the three forbidden patterns.
Hence, we find ψ(Z) ∈ Avn+2 [132, 213, 321].
Finally, it suffices to show that φ ◦ ψ(Z) = Z for all Z ∈ Rn . Let [σ] = ψ(Z). Suppose σi σj σk is order
isomorphic to 123, 231, or 312. It suffices to show that (i, j, k) ∈ Z. By applying cyclicity afterwards, it suffices
to address the case σi σj σk ∼
= 123. As σi < σj < σk , by definition of ψ we know (1, i, j), (1, j, k) ∈ Z. So (j, k, 1)
and (j, 1, i) are both in Z, and transitivity yields (j, k, i) ∈ Z, or equivalently (i, j, k) ∈ Z, as desired. Hence
φ ◦ ψ(Z) = Z, and φ is a bijection between Avn+2 [132, 213, 321] and Rn , which proves the result.

This completes the classification for all sets Π containing at least three vincular patterns of length 3.

5.

Vincular cyclic patterns of length 4

There are four ways to place vincula into a vincular pattern of length 4: one vinculum [abcd], two disjoint
vincula [ab cd], two consecutive vincula [abcd], and three vincula [abcd]. We investigate the case of a single
vinculum.
There are 4! = 24 vincular cyclic patterns of length 4 with one vinculum, grouped into the following
equivalence classes via trivial Wilf equivalences.
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[1234] ≡ [2143] ≡ [3412] ≡ [4321]

(A)

[1243] ≡ [2134] ≡ [3421] ≡ [4312]

(B)

[1324] ≡ [2413] ≡ [3142] ≡ [4231]

(C)

[1342] ≡ [2431] ≡ [3124] ≡ [4213]

(D)

[1423] ≡ [4132]

(E)

[1432] ≡ [4123]

(F)

[2314] ≡ [3241]

(G)

[2341] ≡ [3214]

(H)
8
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A computer search provides the following table of data, Table 2, on the number of cyclic permutations in
each trivial Wilf equivalence class of avoidance classes.
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
OEIS

|Avn [(A)]|
= |Avn [(B)]|
1
1
2
5
14
43
144
523
2048
8597
38486
182905
A047970

|Avn [(C)]| = |Avn [(E)]|
= |Avn [(F)]| = Cn−1
1
1
2
5
14
42
132
429
1430
4862
16796
58786
A000108

|Avn [(D)]|

|Avn [(G)]|

|Avn [(H)]|

1
1
2
5
13
35
97
275
794
2327
6905
20705
A025242

1
1
2
5
14
42
133
442
1537
5583
21165
83707
A346660∗

1
1
2
5
15
50
180
690
2792
11857
52633
243455
A346661∗

Table 2: Size of avoidance classes of vincular cyclic patterns of length 4 with one vinculum. Trivial Wilf
equivalence classes that are enumerated by the same values for n ≤ 12 are condensed into the same column;
all of these nontrivial Wilf equivalences are proven in this paper. OEIS references are included; the last two,
marked with asterisks, are new and come from this work.
We first enumerate (A) and (B), demonstrating that they are Wilf equivalent. In order to do this, we first
define the Zeilberger statistic and set of a permutation, and then of a cyclic permutation.
Definition 5.1. The Zeilberger set † of a permutation σ ∈ Sn is the longest subsequence of the form n, n−1, . . . , i
for some i. The Zeilberger statistic of a permutation σ, denoted zeil(σ), is the length of the Zeilberger set, i.e.,
the largest integer m such that n, n − 1, . . . , n − m + 1 is a subsequence of σ.
The Zeilberger statistic originated in Zeilberger’s study of stack-sortable permutations [29], and has been
studied in articles such as [5, 6, 17]. We extend this definition to cyclic permutations.
Definition 5.2. The Zeilberger set of a cyclic permutation [σ] ∈ [Sn ] is the longest subsequence of the form
n, n − 1, . . . , i for some i appearing within some permutation σ 0 ∈ [σ], i.e., some rotation of σ. The Zeilberger
statistic of a cyclic permutation [σ], denoted zeil[σ], is the cardinality of the Zeilberger set of [σ], i.e., the largest
integer m such that n, n − 1, . . . , n − m + 1 is a subsequence of some rotation of σ. Notice that zeil[σ] is the
maximum of zeil(σ 0 ) for all rotations σ 0 of σ.
For example, the Zeilberger set of [136254] is the subsequence 6543 because it is a subsequence of the rotation
625413.
Definition 5.3. The reverse Zeilberger set of a cyclic permutation [σ] ∈ [Sn ] is the longest subsequence of the
form i, i + 1, . . . , n for some i appearing within some permutation σ 0 ∈ [σ].
Notice that the reverse Zeilberger set of [σ] corresponds to the Zeilberger set of [σ r ], and the reverse Zeilberger
statistic, the cardinality of the reverse Zeilberger set, is simply zeil[σ r ], so no new notation is needed.
Theorem 5.4. For all n ≥ 2, we have
Avn [1234] = Avn [1243] = 1 +

n−2
X

i(i + 1)n−i−2 .

i=0

Proof. For 2 ≤ n ≤ 3, we directly verify the result, where all cyclic permutations of length n avoid both [1234]
and [1243].
For general n ≥ 4, we first address [1243]. We claim that the following criterion is a necessary and sufficient
condition for a cyclic permutation [σ] ∈ [Sn ] to avoid [1243]: for any cyclic ascent in [σ], i.e., two adjacent
elements σi < σi+1 with indices taken modulo n, say from a to b > a, we have that b must be in the reverse
Zeilberger set of [σ]. To see that this is sufficient, if [σ] satisfies this criterion, then for any cyclic ascent from
a to b, as b itself is within the reverse Zeilberger set, reading from b, we encounter the elements strictly greater
than b in increasing order, and thus we cannot get a copy of [1243] using this cyclic ascent as our 12. As 12
† The

terminology of a Zeilberger set was suggested by Colin Defant.
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must come from a cyclic ascent and our cyclic ascent was chosen arbitrarily, we find [σ] avoids [1243]. To see
that this criterion is necessary, if there exists a cyclic ascent in [σ], say from a to b > a, such that b is not in the
reverse Zeilberger set of [σ], then reading [σ] starting from b, we cannot encounter the elements strictly greater
than b in increasing order. This means there exist c and d where b < c < d and d is encountered before c, from
which we find abdc forms a copy of [1243].
Using this equivalent criterion, we determine Avn [1243] by casework on the reverse Zeilberger statistic.
Clearly, for any [σ] ∈ [Sn ], we have 2 ≤ zeil[σ r ] ≤ n. Suppose zeil[σ r ] = i + 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. If
i = n − 1, then [σ] = [ιn ], which satisfies the criterion. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, the elements n − i, . . . , n, in that
order, separate [σ] into i + 1 regions between these i + 1 elements, in which all other elements 1, . . . , n − i − 1
must be placed. As n − i − 1 is not in the reverse Zeilberger set, it cannot be placed in the region between n
and n − i, so there are i options on which region it can be placed into. All other n − i − 2 elements can be
placed into any of the i + 1 regions, yielding a total of i(i + 1)n−i−2 assignments. In each region, the elements
must be in decreasing order so that all cyclic ascents have the larger element in the reverse Zeilberger set. This
is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the criterion, and each of the i(i + 1)n−i−2 assignments yields a unique
permutation with this property. Summing over all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 gives
Avn [1243] = 1 +

n−2
X

i(i + 1)n−i−2 ,

i=1

as desired.
The proof for [1234] is essentially identical to the [1243] argument, where we instead replace the reverse
Zeilberger set with the Zeilberger set.

Pn
We note that Avn+2 [1234] = 1 + i=1 i(i + 1)n−i has a pattern avoidance interpretation using barred
patterns; see Pudwell [22].
The size of the avoidance class for class (C) was found in [10] to be the Catalan numbers: Av[1324] = Cn−1 .
We now enumerate Wilf equivalence class (D), but first we provide the necessary definitions for this sequence.
The sequence Dn , studied previously in [18, 24], is given by the Catalan-like recurrence
Dn =

n−3
X

Dk Dn−k

k=1

for n ≥ 4, with D1 = 2, D2 = 1, and D3 = 1. The next few values are D4 = 2, D5 = 5, and D6 = 13. For
n > 1, the number Dn counts the number of Dyck paths of semilength n − 1 that avoid UUDD; see Sapounakis,
Tasoulas, and Tsikouras [24]. Sapounakis et al. also proved the following expression for Dn+1 :
bn/2c

Dn+1

X (−1)j n − j  2n − 3j 
=
.
n−j
j
n−j−1
j=0

Mansour and Shattuck [18] determined this sequence’s ordinary generating function is
√
X
(z + 1)2 − 1 − 4z + 2z 2 + z 4
Dn z n =
.
2
n≥1

We show that the size of the avoidance class for class (D) is enumerated by the sequence Dn .
Theorem 5.5. For all n ≥ 1, we have Avn [1342] = Dn+1 .
Proof. The result clearly holds for n ≤ 4. For n > 4, we must show that
Avn [1342] =

n−2
X

Avk−1 [1342] Avn−k [1342]

k=1

= 2 Avn−1 [1342] +

n−3
X

Avk [1342] Avn−k−1 [1342] ,

k=1

where Av0 [1342] is defined to be D1 = 2. Consider [σ] of length n > 4 that avoids [1342], where we assume
σ1 = 1. Let σ2 = m, where 2 ≤ m ≤ n. We will proceed by casework on the value of m, where each of the n − 1
values of m corresponds to one of the n − 3 terms in the desired sum, or one of the two copies of Avn−1 [1342] .
In this casework, it will be important to reference specific elements of the cyclic permutation [σ], so for clarity
we will use indices with respect to the linear permutation σ, which is well-defined from [σ] as assuming σ1 = 1
ECA 2:4 (2022) Article #S4PP3
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fixes the particular rotation, i.e., the particular element of [σ], that we use. However, we still must avoid the
cyclic pattern [1342], so when concerning ourselves with pattern avoidance we will return to discussing the cyclic
permutation [σ], rather than the linear permutation σ.
If m = 2, then the only additional [1342] patterns that could arise from removing 1 would be when the
vinculum 13 bridges over the removed 1, i.e., when 2 plays the role of 3 in the pattern 1342. However, as
removing 1 would make 2 the smallest element, this is not possible. So removing 1 and reducing takes [σ] to a
[1342]-avoiding cyclic permutation of length n − 1. Conversely, increasing the values of all elements in a [1342]avoiding cyclic permutation of length n − 1 by one and then inserting a 1 before the 2 yields a [1342]-avoiding
cyclic permutation of length n, as the only additional [1342] patterns that could potentially arise from this
insertion would require 1 to be part of the pattern, in which it would have to play the role of 1, but then 2 could
not play the role of 3 for no element has value strictly between 1 and 2. Thus, there is a natural bijection from
the m = 2 subcase to Avn−1 [1342] via removing 1 and reducing, i.e., subtracting 1 from each element, which
yields Avn−1 [1342] possibilities.
Similarly, if m = n, then clearly 1 cannot be part of a [1342] pattern, and removing 1 cannot create additional
[1342] patterns with n playing the role of 3, as n is the largest element. Hence there is a natural bijection from
the m = n subcase to Avn−1 [1342] via removing 1 and reducing. This yields the second copy of Avn−1 [1342]
needed in our recursion.
We now address 3 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. Notice that we must have all elements in [2, m − 1] come before all the
elements of [m+1, n] in σ, so σ is of the form 1mρτ where ρ is a permutation of [2, m−1] and τ is a permutation
of [m + 1, n]. To avoid a [1342] pattern in [σ] where the last element of ρ plays the role of 1, we require τ1 = n,
as otherwise we can use the last element of ρ as the 1, τ1 as the 3, n as the 4, and m as the 2 in an occurrence of
[1342]. So σ is of the form 1mρnτ 0 where τ 0 is a permutation of [m + 1, n − 1]. Clearly if [σ] is [1342]-avoiding,
then so too are [mρ] and [nτ 0 ], as the additional ascent from the last element of ρ to m cannot be the 13 in a
1342 pattern, as there is no element higher than m in mρ to be the 4 in the pattern, and similarly the additional
ascent from the last element of τ 0 to n cannot be the 13 in a 1342 pattern.
We now show that if [mρ] and [nτ 0 ] are both [1342]-avoiding for ρ a permutation of [2, m − 1] and τ 0 a
permutation of [m + 1, n − 1], then [1mρnτ 0 ] ∈ [Sn ] is also [1342]-avoiding. We proceed by casework on the
position of the cyclic ascent playing the role of 13 in a potential [1342] pattern in [1mρnτ 0 ], and show we cannot
find a pair of elements to be the 4 and the 2. If the cyclic ascent is 1 to m, then as all elements smaller than
m are before all the elements greater than m in 1mρnτ 0 , we cannot form a [1342] pattern. The pair of adjacent
elements m and ρ1 forms a cyclic descent, so we continue onward and consider a cyclic ascent in ρ. If a [1342]
pattern existed in [1mρnτ 0 ] where the 13 is within ρ, then clearly the 2 in the pattern must also come from
ρ. If the 4 also comes from ρ, then [mρ] would have contained [1342], contradicting the assumption that [mρ]
avoids [1342]. Otherwise, the 4 comes from outside ρ, and notice that using m in place of this element still
yields a [1342] pattern, which again implies [mρ] contains [1342], a contradiction. The cyclic ascent from the
last element of ρ to n cannot be the 13 in a [1342] pattern, as there is no element larger than n to be the 4.
We have a cyclic descent from n to τ10 , as well as a cyclic descent from the last element of τ 0 to 1, so the last
case to consider is a cyclic ascent within τ 0 being the 13. If a [1342] pattern existed in [1mρnτ 0 ] where the 13
is within τ 0 , then clearly the 2 in the pattern must also come from τ 0 . If the 4 also comes from τ 0 , then this
same subsequence is in [nτ 0 ], contradicting the assumption that [nτ 0 ] avoids [1342]. Otherwise, the 4 comes
from outside τ 0 , and notice that using n in place of this element still yields a [1342] pattern, which again implies
[nτ 0 ] contains [1342], a contradiction. Thus, [1mρnτ 0 ] avoids [1342].
In particular, each [1342]-avoiding permutation of [2, m] has a unique linear representation as mρ and each
[1342]-avoiding permutation of [m + 1, n] has a unique linear representation as nτ 0 , which is crucial as our
expression of σ as 1mρnτ 0 is a linear expression. As mρ is of length m − 1 and nτ 0 is of length n − m, letting
k = n − m yields nτ 0 is of length k and mρ is of length n − k − 1, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 3 as m ranges within
3 ≤ m ≤ n − 1, which gives us the sum from the desired recurrence.

We now enumerate classes (E) and (F), demonstrating that (C), (E), and (F) are Wilf equivalent, namely
being enumerated by the Catalan numbers. We first introduce Catalan’s triangle.

n+k
Definition 5.6 (Entries of Catalan’s triangle). For 0 ≤ k ≤ n, define T (n, k) = n−k+1
n+1
n .
This creates a triangle of entries, where rows correspond to values of n and columns correspond to values of
k. It is well-known that the row-sums are the Catalan numbers.
Lemma 5.7 ( [3, Lemma 1]). For all n ≥ 0, we have
n
X

T (n, k) = Cn+1 .

k=0

It is also well-known that T (n, k) satisfies the following recurrence.We will use the convention that T (n, n +
n−k+1
1) = 0, which is consistent with the original definition T (n, k) = n+k
n
n+1 when k = n + 1.
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Lemma 5.8 ( [3, Lemma 1]). For all n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we have
T (n, k) =

k
X

T (n − 1, j).

j=0

We first enumerate class (E).
Theorem 5.9. For all n ≥ 1, we have Avn [1423] = Cn−1 .
Proof. For n ≤ 3, we directly verify the result, where all cyclic permutations of length n avoid [1423].
We now assume n ≥ 4. Let i be a positive integer satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Let A(n, i) denote the set of
cyclic permutations [σ] ∈ Avn [1423] that have i directly before n. We will show that |A(n, i)| = T (n − 2, i − 1).
Summing over i would then yield
Avn [1423] =

n−1
X

T (n − 2, i − 1) = Cn−1 ,

i=1

using Lemma 5.7. We prove this by induction on n, where it is trivial to verify this for the base case n = 3.
For the inductive step, assume the result holds for n − 1; using Lemma 5.8, it suffices to show that A(n, i)
Si
is in bijection with j=1 A(n − 1, j), which we denote B(n, i). Our bijection φ : A(n, i) → B(n, i) will be to
simply delete n from a cyclic permutation of length n.
We first show that this mapping takes cyclic permutations in A(n, i) to cyclic permutations in B(n, i). As
we have a cyclic ascent from i to n, in order for [σ] ∈ A(n, i) to avoid [1423], we must have the elements strictly
between i and n appearing in decreasing order when reading from n, which implies that the Zeilberger set of
[σ] is equal to the interval [i, n]. If the element preceding n − 1 in [σ] is n, then the element preceding n − 1
in φ([σ]) is i. If the element preceding n − 1 in [σ] is not n, then this element is strictly less than i, for any
element k where i ≤ k < n occurs before n when reading from n − 1. Therefore, the element preceding n − 1
in φ([σ]) is some j for 1 ≤ j ≤ i. To show that φ([σ]) is [1423]-avoiding, as [σ] is [1423]-avoiding, it suffices
to show that the newly created adjacency between i and the element after it after removing n cannot create a
copy of [1423] where i plays the role of 1. In order for this to be a copy of [1423], we require i to ascend to some
element k > i, and as [i, n − 1] is arranged in descending order, this means i may only ascend to n − 1, but in
this case we cannot find elements to play the roles of 2 and 3 for [i, n − 1] is in descending order. Hence, φ([σ])
is [1423]-avoiding and φ([σ]) ∈ B(n, i).
To prove φ is a bijection, we provide the inverse map ψ, which we claim is the operation that adds n after
i. It suffices to show that this mapping sends elements of B(n, i) to elements of A(n, i), as once this is shown
it clearly follows from the definition of ψ that ψ ◦ φ([σ]) = [σ] for all [σ] ∈ A(n, i) and φ ◦ ψ([τ ]) = [τ ] for all
[τ ] ∈ B(n, i). Consider some cyclic permutation [τ ] ∈ B(n, i). Clearly, we have i directly before n in ψ([τ ]). To
show that ψ([τ ]) is still [1423]-avoiding, as n can only ever play the role of 4, it suffices to show that the cyclic
ascent from i to n cannot be a part of a copy of [1423]. Equivalently, we must show that the elements in [i, n]
appear in decreasing order, when starting from n. As [τ ] is [1423]-avoiding with a cyclic ascent from j ≤ i to
n − 1, we know [j, n − 1] appears in decreasing order, and thus [i, n − 1] appears in decreasing order in [τ ] as
well as ψ[τ ]. As n is inserted right after i and thus between i and n − 1, we find the elements of [i, n] appear in
decreasing order.
Thus φ is a bijection, and the proof is complete.

We now enumerate class (F). The proof is similar in structure to that of Theorem 5.9, but is slightly more
involved and uses a different refinement than A(n, i) from the previous proof.
Theorem 5.10. For all n ≥ 1, we have Avn [1432] = Cn−1 .
Proof. For n ≤ 3, we directly verify the result, where all cyclic permutations of length n avoid [1432].
We now assume n ≥ 4. Let i be a positive integer satisfying 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. Let E(n, i) denote the
set of cyclic permutations [σ] ∈ Avn [1432] that have zeil[σ r ] = n − i. We will show by induction on n that
|E(n, i)| = T (n − 2, i). As 2 ≤ zeil[σ r ] ≤ n, summing over all i satisfying 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 would then yield
Avn [1432] =

n−2
X

T (n − 2, i) = Cn−1 ,

i=0

by Lemma 5.7. It is trivial to verify the base case n = 3.
For the inductive step, assume the result holds for n − 1; using Lemma 5.8, it suffices to show that E(n, i)
Si
is in bijection with j=0 E(n − 1, j), which we denote F (n, i). Our bijection φ : E(n, i) → F (n, i) will be to
simply delete n from [σ], similar to the proof of Theorem 5.9.
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We first show that this mapping takes [σ] ∈ E(n, i) to some [τ ] ∈ F (n, i). As zeil[σ r ] = n − i, we find
i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n is a subsequence of [σ], and thus φ([σ]) has i + 1, . . . , n − 1 as a subsequence, so n − 1 − i ≤
zeil[φ([σ])r ] ≤ n − 1. Thus zeil[φ([σ])r ] = n − 1 − j for some 0 ≤ j ≤ i. To show that φ([σ]) ∈ Avn−1 [1432],
suppose the element preceding n is a and the element following n is b. It suffices to show that the removal of n
cannot have caused a copy of [1432] with a, b forming the vinculum 14. As [σ] is [1432]-avoiding and a, n form
a cyclic ascent, we know that reading from a, the elements in [a + 1, n − 1] are encountered in increasing order.
Hence in order for a, b to be a cyclic ascent, b must equal a + 1, but then a, b cannot form 14 as there are no
elements with values between a and b = a + 1. Thus, φ([σ]) ∈ F (n, i).
To prove φ is a bijection, we provide the inverse map ψ. For [τ ] ∈ F (n, i) with zeil[τ r ] = n − 1 − j for
0 ≤ j ≤ i, if j = i then define ψ([τ ]) to be the cyclic permutation obtained by inserting n immediately after
n−1, and if j < i define ψ([τ ]) to be the cyclic permutation obtained by inserting n immediately after i. We first
show that this mapping sends elements of F (n, i) to elements of E(n, i). Notice that [τ ] has j + 1, j + 2, . . . , n − 1
as a subsequence, as zeil[τ r ] = n − 1 − j.
If j = i, then adding n immediately after n − 1 means zeil[ψ([τ ])r ] = n − i, as desired. To show that ψ([τ ])
is [1432]-avoiding, it suffices to show that n cannot be a part of a copy of [1432]. If it were, then n must be the
4 in the [1432] pattern, but then n − 1 would have to play the role of 1, leaving no possible elements to play
the roles of 3 and 2. Hence ψ([τ ]) ∈ E(n, i).
Otherwise if j < i, then we have that j + 1, . . . , i, n, i + 1, . . . , n − 1 is a subsequence of ψ([τ ]), from
which we can immediately see that the reverse Zeilberger set is the subsequence i + 1, . . . , n − 1, n, and thus
zeil[ψ([τ ])r ] = n − i. To show that ψ([τ ]) is [1432]-avoiding, it suffices to show that n cannot be a part of a
copy of [1432], where it would have to play the role of 4, and thus i would have to play the role of 1. Reading
from n, we encounter the elements of [i + 1, n − 1] in increasing order, and thus we cannot find two elements in
[i + 1, n − 1] to complete the [1432] pattern. Thus ψ([τ ]) ∈ E(n, i).
It clearly follows from the definitions of φ and ψ that φ ◦ ψ([τ ]) = [τ ] for all [τ ] ∈ F (n, i). To show
ψ ◦ φ([σ]) = [σ] for all [σ] ∈ E(n, i), notice that [σ] has i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n − 1, n as a subsequence.
If φ([σ]) ∈ E(n − 1, i), then ψ ◦ φ([σ]) is obtained by inserting n immediately after n − 1 in φ([σ]). So, we
must show that there does not exist an element between n − 1 and n in [σ]. If i = 0, then [σ] = [ιn ] and this
holds. Otherwise, element i ≥ 1 is not located between n − 1 and i + 1 (reading in the forward direction), as
zeil[φ([σ])r ] = n − 1 − i. So i is somewhere between i + 1 and n − 1. If there was an element between n − 1 and
n, suppose the element immediately before n was x. Notice that x < i, so x, n, i + 1, i forms a [1432] pattern,
contradicting the fact that [σ] avoids [1432]. Hence, there is no element between n − 1 and n in [σ], which yields
ψ ◦ φ([σ]) = [σ].
Otherwise zeil[φ([σ])r ] > n − 1 − i, so i is somewhere between n − 1 and i + 1. As zeil[σ] = n − i,
however, i cannot be between n and i + 1, so this means i is somewhere between n − 1 and n. Hence [σ] has
i+1, i+2, . . . , n−1, i, n as a subsequence. In this case, ψ ◦φ([σ]) is obtained by inserting n immediately after i in
φ([σ]), so we must show that there does not exist an element between i and n in [σ]. If there were, suppose the
element immediately before n was x. Note that x < i, so x, n, i + 1, i forms a [1432] pattern, contradicting the
fact that [σ] avoids [1432]. Therefore, there is no element between i and n in [σ], which yields ψ ◦ φ([σ]) = [σ].
Hence, φ is a bijection, and the proof is complete.

Lastly, we enumerate class (G) in terms of the number of strongly monotone partitions of [n], which we now
define.
Definition 5.11. A partition of [n] is strongly monotone if, when its parts are sorted so that their minimum
elements are in increasing order, then their maximum elements are also in increasing order.
Let An denote the number of strongly monotone partitions of [n]. Claesson and Mansour [9] showed this
sequence has the ordinary generating function
X
n≥0

An x n =

1
,
1 − x − x2 B ∗ (x)

where B ∗ (x) denotes the ordinary generating function of the Bessel numbers, originally introduced by Flajolet
and Schott [13]. While the size of the avoidance classes of (G) does not previously appear as a sequence in the
OEIS [25], it can be expressed in terms of An .
Theorem 5.12. For all n ≥ 2, we have
Avn [2314] =

n−2
X
i=0


n−2
Ai .
i

Proof. We directly verify the result for n ≤ 3, where A0 = A1 = 1.
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For general n ≥ 4, consider [σ] ∈ Avn [2314]. Without loss of generality suppose that σn = 1, and say n is
at index k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, i.e., σk = n. The linear permutation σ (n) = σk+1 · · · σn σ1 · · · σk−1 , i.e., the linear
permutation obtained by rotating σ so that n is the last element and then removing n, must be 231-avoiding.
We may partition σ (n) into blocks of consecutive elements, where each block is a maximal decreasing sequence,
so that the transition from one block to the next is an ascent. Claesson [8, Proposition 5] characterized the
132-avoiding permutations, where after partitioning a permutation into blocks of maximal increasing sequences,
the permutation avoids 132 if and only if the minima of the blocks are in decreasing order. By reversing this
characterization, we find the minimum elements of each block of σ (n) must be in increasing order.
Similarly, the linear permutation σ (1) = σ1 · · · σn−1 must be 312 avoiding, as any copy of 312 in σ (1)
along with σn = 1 would yield a copy of 1423, or a copy of [2314] in [σ]. We partition σ (1) into blocks of
maximal decreasing consecutive sequences. By complementing Claesson’s characterization [8] of 132-avoiding
permutations, we find the maximum elements of each block of σ (1) must be in increasing order.
Combining these two observations, we find that partitioning σ into blocks of maximal decreasing consecutive
sequences, the maximum elements of each block of σ are in increasing order, the minimum elements of all but
the last block of σ are in increasing order, and the last block starts with n and ends with 1. See Fig. 1 for a
schematic diagram of this characterization of [σ].
n

1
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the plot of a [2314]-avoiding cyclic permutation.
Our previous argument demonstrates that this characterization is a necessary condition for [σ] to be [2314]avoiding. We now show that this characterization is sufficient. In order to have a copy of [2314] in such a cyclic
permutation [σ], we must have a cyclic ascent to play the role of 23, and in particular an ascent only occurs
in between two blocks. If the ascent is to the last block, it ascends to n, which cannot play the role of 3, but
rather must play the role of 4; likewise, if the ascent is from the last block, it ascends from 1, which cannot play
the role of 2, but rather must play the role of 1. Otherwise the ascent is between two blocks, neither of which
is the last block. So our ascent is from the minimum element a of block j to the maximum element b of block
j + 1, for some j. In order to get an element smaller than a to act as our 1, clearly we must go at least to the
last block, the block from n to 1. But then it is impossible to get an element smaller than b to act as our 4
before crossing a again.
Thus, we now have a characterization of all [2314]-avoiding permutations, as depicted in Fig. 1. Suppose
there are i total elements in the blocks excluding the last block from n to 1, so that there are n − i elements
in the last block.
 As the last block contains at least two elements, namely n and 1, we find 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2.
There are n−2
ways to pick the i elements in these blocks, and the remaining n − 2 − i elements other than
i
n and 1 must be in decreasing order between n and 1. Consider the sequence σ 0 = σ1 · · · σi , i.e. the sequence
consisting of all but the last block of σ. The reduction of σ 0 is a permutation on [i], and it is easy to see that
the partitioning of σ 0 into its blocks, which satisfy the increasing minima and maxima conditions, provides a
one-to-one correspondence to the strongly monotone partitions of [i], where each block corresponds to one of
the sets in a partitioning of [i]. Hence there are Ai ways to arrange the i elements before the block from n to
1. Summing over all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 thus yields
n−2
X n − 2
Avn [2314] =
Ai ,
i
i=0
as desired.
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We leave the enumeration of (H), which currently does not appear in the OEIS [25], as an open problem.
Remark 5.13. Since the writing of the original version of this paper, the case of avoiding [2341] has been dealt
with by Mansour and Shattuck [19], where an explicit formula for the ordinary generating function enumerating
the class has been found.

6.

Minimal unavoidable sets of totally vincular patterns

We call a vincular pattern of length n with n − 1 vincula totally vincular. A totally vincular pattern corresponds
to requiring that all n elements are adjacent, and thus when considering whether a permutation avoids a totally
vincular pattern, we only consider consecutive blocks of n elements. Let Sk denote the set of totally vincular
patterns of length k. For a permutation π ∈ Sk , let the corresponding totally vincular pattern be denoted
π ∈ Sk .
In this section we consider which sets Π ⊆ Sk cannot be avoided by sufficiently long permutations, i.e.,
|Avn [Π]| = 0 for all sufficiently large n. We call such a set of patterns unavoidable, and otherwise a set of
patterns is avoidable. We say a set of patterns Π is a minimal unavoidable set if Π is unavoidable, but any
proper subset Π0 ⊂ Π is avoidable.
Very little is known about unavoidable pattern sets for ordinary permutations: see, for example, Wilf [28,
Section 10]. On the other hand, the unavoidability of patterns is a well-studied and frequently-asked question
for pattern avoidance of words, where letters come from a fixed finite alphabet but are allowed to be repeated;
in the study of words, almost all pattern avoidance is implicitly totally vincular.
Recall that Proposition 4.1 along with the enumeration in Section 3 implies that the sets Π consisting of
the two totally vincular patterns of length 3 containing a 1 in the ith position for a fixed i, or the element-wise
complements of these sets, i.e., the sets consisting of all possible patterns containing a 3 in the ith position, were
minimal unavoidable sets. We show that for general k, not just k = 3, the same construction yields minimal
unavoidable sets.
In particular, let Πi,k denote the set of all totally vincular patterns π ∈ Sk where π i = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This
naturally means Πci,k is the set of all totally vincular patterns π ∈ Sk where π i = k. We then have the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.1. For all positive integers k and i where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the sets Πi,k and Πci,k are minimal unavoidable
sets.
Proof. We prove the result only for Πi,k , as the Πci,k case then follows from trivial Wilf equivalence. Likewise,
by reversing Πi,k as necessary, we may assume i ≤ k+1
2 , as the other cases follow from trivial Wilf equivalence.
The case k = 1 is trivial, as then i = 1 and any element of a permutation of length n ≥ 1 is order isomorphic
to 1, and Π1,1 is a singleton set so a proper subset of Π must be empty, which any permutation avoids. The
case k = 2 is also trivial, as any cyclic permutation of length n ≥ 2 must contain at least one copy of [12], which
is the sole element of Π1,2 . The case k = 3 follows from Proposition 4.1 and the enumerations of Avn [123] and
Avn [132] from Section 3, where, in particular, these contain [δn ] and [ιn ], respectively, showing that Πi,k is a
minimal unavoidable set.
For general k ≥ 4, we first show Πi,k is unavoidable for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k+1
2 , by showing no cyclic permutation
of length at least k avoids Πi,k . For any arbitrary [σ] ∈ [Sn ] for n ≥ k, consider the consecutive subsequence of
k elements of [σ] where the 1 is in position i of the subsequence. This consecutive subsequence must be order
isomorphic to some element of Πi,k , so no cyclic permutation of length n ≥ k can avoid Πi,k .
k+1
To prove minimality of Πi,k , we split into three cases: first, i = 1; second, 1 < i < k+1
2 ; and third, i = 2
for odd k.
Case 1. We first prove minimality for i = 1. It suffices to show that Π1,k \ {π} for some π ∈ Sk with π 1 = 1
is avoidable. For n ≥ k, consider [σ] ∈ [Sn ] given by
σ = 1, n − k + π 2 , n − k + π 3 , . . . , n − k + π k , n − k + 1, n − k, . . . , 2.
In other words, σ consists of 1, followed by the permutation of [n − k + 2, n] that is order isomorphic to π 2 · · · π k ,
following by the elements of [2, n − k + 1] in decreasing order. See Fig. 2 for a schematic diagram of this
construction of σ. We claim that [σ] avoids Π1,k \ {π}. We must show that for any cyclically consecutive
sequence of k elements of σ for which the first element is the minimum element among these k elements, this
sequence is order isomorphic to π; otherwise, it would be order isomorphic to some other pattern in Sk that
begins with 1, which by definition is an element of Π1,k \ {π}. As n ≥ k, we find the k consecutive elements
starting at σ1 = 1 are order isomorphic to π. For any block of k consecutive elements starting at σj = n − k + π j
for 2 ≤ j ≤ k, we have σk+1 = n − k + 1 < n − k + π j is in this block of k consecutive elements, so the first
element σj is not the minimum element among these k consecutive elements. For any block of k consecutive
elements starting at index j for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i.e., starting in the portion decreasing from n − k + 1 to 2, the
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second element is one smaller than the first element, so the first element is not the minimum element among
these k elements. Hence, [σ] avoids Π1,k \ {π}, which is thus avoidable, implying Π1,k is a minimal unavoidable
set of patterns.
n + k + π j for 2 ≤ j ≤ k

n−k+1

2
1
Figure 2: Schematic diagram for the plot of σ in Case 1 when π = 12534.
Case 2. Next, we prove minimality for 1 < i < k+1
2 . It suffices to show that Πi,k \ {π} for some π ∈ Sk
with π i = 1 is avoidable. Express π in the form π = ρ1τ for |ρ| < |τ |. Consider the permutation σ ∈ Sn where
we take π and map it to an order isomorphic permutation of {1} ∪ [n − k + 2, n], and then append [2, n − k + 1]
in decreasing order. In other words,
σ = n − k + π 1 , . . . , n − k + π i−1 , 1, n − k + π i+1 , . . . , n − k + π k , n − k + 1, n − k, . . . , 2.
See Fig. 3 for a schematic diagram of this construction of σ. We claim [σ] avoids Πi,k \ {π}. Consider a
consecutive subsequence of k elements of [σ]. If the ith element is 1, then the subsequence is order isomorphic
to π, by construction. It suffices to show if the ith element is not 1, then the ith element is not the minimum
element in this consecutive subsequence, as then this subsequence cannot be order isomorphic to a pattern in
Πi,k \ {π}. We now split into cases depending on the value of the ith element.
1. If the ith element is in [n − k + 2, n], then it is either in the ρ or τ portion of the permutation of
{1} ∪ [n − k + 2, n] order isomorphic to π. If it is in the τ portion, then this subsequence contains an
element in [2, n − k + 1], which is smaller than the ith element. If it is in the ρ portion, as |ρ| < |τ |,
the subsequence contains the next |τ | elements, which must include the 1, which is smaller than the ith
element.
2. If the ith element is in [3, n − k + 1], then the element of index i + 1, which is part of the subsequence as
i < k+1
2 ≤ k, is one less than it.
3. If the ith element is 2, then the next |τ | > |ρ| elements are also in this subsequence, and namely this
includes the 1, which is |ρ| + 1 steps after the 2.
Case 3. Third and finally, we prove minimality for i = k+1
2 when k is odd. It suffices to show that Πi,k \ {π}
for some π ∈ Sk with π i = 1 is avoidable. Express π in the form π = ρ1τ for |ρ| = |τ |. We will prove the result
when 2 is an element in ρ, as then by reversing, we prove the result for when 2 is an element in τ . Consider
the permutation σ where we take π and map it to an order isomorphic permutation of [1, 2] ∪ [n − k + 3, n] and
then append [3, n − k + 2] in decreasing order. See Fig. 4 for a schematic diagram of this construction.
We claim [σ] avoids Πi,k \ {π}. Consider a consecutive subsequence of k elements of [σ]. If the ith element
is 1, then the subsequence is order isomorphic to π, by construction. It suffices to show if the ith element is not
1, then the ith element is not the minimum element in this consecutive subsequence. We now split into cases
depending on the value of the ith element.
1. If the ith element is in [n − k + 3, n], then it is either in the ρ or τ portion of the permutation of
[1, 2] ∪ [n − k + 3, n] order isomorphic to π. If it is in the τ portion, then this subsequence contains an
element in [3, n − k + 2], which is smaller than the ith element. If it is in the ρ portion, as |ρ| = |τ |,
the subsequence contains the next |τ | elements, which must include the 1, which is smaller than the ith
element.
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n + k + π j for j 6= i

n−k+1

2
1
Figure 3: Schematic diagram for the plot of σ in Case 2 when π = 51342.

n + k + π j for π j > 2

n−k+2

3
2
1
Figure 4: Schematic diagram for the plot of σ in Case 3 when π = 7251364.
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2. If the ith element is in [4, n − k + 2], then the next element is one smaller than it, so it is not the minimum
element in this subsequence.
3. If the ith element is 3, then this block contains the 2 as the 2 is in the |ρ| = |τ | elements before the 1 and
after the 3, so is not the minimum element.
4. If the ith element is 2, as the 2 is in the ρ portion of the permutation on the set [1, 2] ∪ [n − k + 3, n] order
isomorphic to π, the subsequence contains the next |τ | = |ρ| elements, which must include the 1, so 2 is
not the minimum.
Hence, all Πi,k for 1 ≤ i ≤ k are minimal unavoidable sets.



These sets Πi,k and Πci,k when k = 3 correspond to the sets from Proposition 4.1. It is easy to see from our
analysis in Sections 3 and 4 that these are the only minimal unavoidable subsets of S3 .
For k ≥ 2, viewing the power set of Sk as a Boolean lattice ordered by inclusion, it is clear that any chain
can contain at most one minimal unavoidable set, as unavoidability is a monotone property. Thus the number
of minimal
unavoidable sets is bounded above by the size of the maximum antichain of this lattice, which is

k!
.
This
yields the following proposition.
k!/2
Proposition 6.2. For k ≥ 2, the number of minimal unavoidable subsets of Sk is bounded above by

k!
k!/2



.

We conjecture that the sets from Theorem 6.1, which have cardinality (k − 1)!, are the smallest unavoidable
subsets of Sk . Intuitively, this states that these sets are the “most efficient” at preventing permutations from
avoiding them.
Conjecture 6.3. For all k ≥ 1, the minimum cardinality of an unavoidable subset of Sk is (k − 1)!.

7.

Maximum avoidable sets of totally vincular patterns

The dual notion for a minimal unavoidable set Π ⊆ Sk is a maximal avoidable set of patterns, an avoidable
subset of Sk that, when any other vincular pattern π ∈ Sk is added, is no longer avoidable.
In this section, we determine the size of a maximum avoidable set Π ⊆ Sk , an avoidable subset of Sk whose
cardinality is greater than or equal to any other avoidable subset of Sk . Clearly, all maximum avoidable sets
are maximal avoidable sets.
Theorem 7.1. The maximum cardinality of an avoidable subset of Sk is k! − k.
Proof. We first show k! − k is an upper bound on the cardinality of an avoidable set. Suppose Π ⊆ Sk has
cardinality |Π| ≥ k! − k + 1. Partition Sk into k sets depending on the index of the 1; in other words, using the
notation from Section 6, partition Sk into
k
[
Sk =
Πi,k .
i=1

Each Πi,k has cardinality (k − 1)!, and as Π has cardinality |Π| ≥ k((k − 1)! − 1) + 1, we have Π contains Πi,k
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This set is unavoidable by Theorem 6.1. Hence, any avoidable subset has cardinality at
most k! − k.
We now show k! − k can be achieved as the cardinality of an avoidable set. Consider the set
Π = Sk \ {12 · · · k, 23 · · · k1, 34 · · · k12, . . . , k12 · · · k − 1}.
In other words, to avoid Π, every consecutive subsequence of k elements must be order isomorphic to a rotation
of ιk = 12 · · · k. But observe ιn = 12 · · · n possesses this property, so it avoids Π. Thus Π, which has cardinality
k! − k, is a maximum avoidable set contained in Sk .

For π ∈ Sk , let [π] denote the set of totally vincular patterns in Sk corresponding to the rotations of π, i.e.,
corresponding to [π]. We have the following proposition on maximum avoidable subsets of Sk .
Proposition 7.2. For π ∈ Sk , the set Π = Sk \ [π] is a maximum avoidable set contained in Sk .
Proof. As |Π| = k! − k, by Theorem 7.1 it suffices to show that Π is avoidable, i.e., for arbitrarily large lengths
n, we have |Avn [Π]| > 0. We will show this holds when n is a multiple of k.
Suppose n = mk for a positive integer m. Then consider the cyclic permutation [σ] ∈ [Sn ] given by
σ = m(π1 − 1) + 1, . . . , m(πk − 1) + 1, m(π1 − 1) + 2, . . . , m(πk − 1) + 2, . . . ,
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram for the plot of σ when π = 1342 and m = 4.
m(π1 − 1) + m, . . . , m(πk − 1) + m.
See Fig. 5 for a schematic diagram of this construction of σ.
Essentially σ consists of π repeated m times, vertically scaled with some slight shifts in order to not repeat
any elements. It is easy to see that any consecutive subsequence of k elements in [σ] is order isomorphic to
some element of [π], and thus [σ] ∈ Avn [Π], so Π is avoidable.

We pose the following question.
Question 7.3. Are there any other maximum avoidable subsets of Sk , or are all maximum avoidable sets
Π ⊂ Sk of the form Π = Sk \ [π] for some π ∈ Sk ?

8.

Conclusion and open questions

There are numerous avenues for further research regarding vincular pattern avoidance of cyclic permutations.
The enumeration corresponding to the last three Wilf equivalence classes of pairs of length 3 totally vincular
cyclic patterns, listed in Section 4.1, is an open area for research. One may also work on enumerating vincular
cyclic patterns of length 4 with more than one vinculum, as well as sets of these length 4 patterns. Non-vincular
cyclic patterns of length 5 have not been enumerated yet, so this is also an open area of research, and a good
first step before addressing vincular cyclic patterns of length 5. Lastly, one could also consider enumerating
avoidance classes of sets of patterns that do not all have the same length.
Regarding unavoidable sets, a characterization of unavoidable sets or even minimal unavoidable sets may
be quite difficult, so a good first step would be to understand minimum unavoidable sets. To this end, we
leave Conjecture 6.3 as an open problem to determine the minimum cardinality of an unavoidable set Π ⊆ Sk .
Finding better bounds on the number of minimal unavoidable subsets of Sk , i.e., improving Proposition 6.2,
could also be of interest. Similarly, it may be quite difficult to characterize all the avoidable sets or even all
the maximal avoidable sets, though empirical data suggest there are significantly fewer maximal avoidable sets
than there are minimal unavoidable sets, and hence classifying maximal avoidable sets may be more tractable.
Characterizing the more restrictive class of maximum avoidable subsets is thus a good first step towards better
understanding the avoidability of sets Π ⊆ Sk , and we leave Question 7.3 as an open area for research.
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